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Research news
Study ties groundwater to human evolution (/schools/gees/news/2014/11sep-study-ties-groundwater-to-humanevolution.aspx)
A new study, led by Dr Mark Cuthbert of the School of Geography, Earth and Environmental Sciences, shows that our ancient ancestors' ability to move
around and find new sources of groundwater during extremely dry periods in Africa millions of years ago may have been key to their survival and the
evolution of the human species.
11/09/2014

More needed to protect our sportspeople from brain injury say Birmingham experts
(/news/latest/2014/09/sportspeople-brain-injury.aspx)
Two University of Birmingham academics are calling for more research to be carried out looking at how the brains of sportspeople – including children – react when they
receive a blow to the head.
11/09/2014

How age alters our immune response to bereavement (/news/latest/2014/09/age-alters-our-immune-response-09-0914.aspx)
Young people have a more robust immune response to the loss of a loved one, according to new research from the University of Birmingham, providing insight into how
different generations cope with loss.
09/09/2014

Plant diversity in China vital for global food security (/news/latest/2014/09/china-cwr.aspx)
With climate change threatening global food supplies, new research claims the rich flora of China could be crucial to underpin food security in the future.
08/09/2014

The future of our crops is at risk in conflict zones, say Birmingham scientists (/news/latest/2014/09/conflict-zonescwr.aspx)
Wild species related to our crops which are crucial as potential future food resources have been identified by University of Birmingham scientists, however, a significant
proportion are found in conflict zones in the Middle East, where their conservation is increasingly comprised.
08/09/2014

From tiny flies to great discoveries (/schools/biosciences/news/2014/04sep-bsf-tiny-flies-great-discoveries.aspx)
The Drosophila Research Labs in the School of Biosciences will be presenting an exhibit at the British Science Festival, Birmingham Library, Saturday 6th September
10:00 to 16:30: "From tiny flies to great discoveries".
04/09/2014

Bugs, Birmingham and Bangalore- a visit to the Indian Institute of Science (/schools/biosciences/news/2014/03sepbugs-birmingham-bangalore.aspx)
Staff from Biosciences and the Institute of Microbiology and Infection (IMI) visit the Indian Institute of Science (IISc) in Bangalore next week to take part
in a joint microbiology symposium.
04/09/2014

Whizz, Bang, Roar - come and design a dinosaur! (/news/latest/2014/09/come-and-design-a-dinosaur-01-09-14.aspx)
The University of Birmingham is counting down the days to the launch of the biggest celebration of science in the UK.
02/09/2014

University opens its doors for rocket-fuelled Community Day! (/news/latest/2014/09/university-community-day-02-0914.aspx)
The University of Birmingham's Community Day returns this year with a scientific theme to celebrate the British Science Festival.
02/09/2014

Pop in to our Pop-up Shop! (/news/latest/2014/08/pop-up-shop-20-08-14.aspx)
The University of Birmingham will be encouraging people of all ages to think differently about research when they visit its first Pop-Up Shop in the heart of the city which
opens Monday August 25.
20/08/2014

Pop-up science: University of Birmingham takes world-leading research to the people in run up to national
festival (/university/colleges/mds/news/2014/08/pop-up-science-07-08-14.aspx)
18/08/2014

Great Brain Experiment proves a smart way to measure memory (/schools/psychology/news-events/2014/14Aug-greatbrain-experiment-proves-smart-way-to-measure-the-memory.aspx)
The School of Psychology's Dr Fiona McNab has been investigating working memory - information held in the mind for a short period of time - through a specially created
app called The Great Brain Experiment.
15/08/2014

Professor Stephen Wood named among World's Most Influential Scientific Minds (/schools/psychology/newsevents/2014/07Aug-professor-among-worlds-most-influential-scientific-minds.aspx)
The School of Psychology's Professor Stephen Wood has been named among the World's Most Influential Scientific Minds 2014.
07/08/2014

Pop-up science: University of Birmingham takes world-leading research to the people in run up to national
festival (/news/thebirminghambrief/items/2014/08/pop-up-science-07-08-14.aspx)
07/08/2014

Pop-up science: University of Birmingham takes world-leading research to the people in run up to national
festival (/research/impact/thebirminghambrief/items/2014/08/pop-up-science-07-08-14.aspx)
07/08/2014

First Venezuelan dinosaur discovered (/schools/gees/news/2014/06Aug-first-venezuelan-dinosaur-discovered.aspx)
A new dinosaur species from South America has been identified, according to new research by an international team of scientists. The 200 million year
old fossils are from the La Quinta Formation in Venezuela, making this the first dinosaur find in the north of South America. The species is named
Laquintasaura venezuelae, after its location, in a paper published in Proceedings of the Royal Society B.
06/08/2014

Antiepileptic drugs taken during pregnancy may increase risk of impaired development for children
(/schools/psychology/news-events/2014/01Aug-antiepileptic-drugs-taken-during-pregnancy.aspx)
New research suggests that taking antiepileptic drugs during pregnancy increases the risk of the child having impaired brain development.
01/08/2014

Intuitive Colorimetry comes to the School of Psychology (/schools/psychology/labs/saal/news/29July-intuitive-

colorimetry-comes-to-the-school-of-psychology.aspx)
Dr Jason Braithwaite, who heads The Selective Attention and Awareness Laboratory (SAAL), was recently awarded funds to purchase a Mk III Intuitive
Colorimeter unit (Cerium visual technologies) for the assessment of visual stress and visual anomalies across a variety of neurological conditions and
disorders.
29/07/2014

Dinosaurs fell victim to perfect storm of events, study shows (/schools/gees/news/2014/28Jul-dinosaurs-fell-victim-toperfect-storm-of-events.aspx)
Dinosaurs might have survived the asteroid strike that wiped them out if it had taken place slightly earlier or later in history, scientists say.
28/07/2014

Dinosaurs fell victim to perfect storm of events, study shows (/news/latest/2014/07/28-jul-14-dinosaurs-fell-victim-toperfect-storm-of-events.aspx)
Dinosaurs might have survived the asteroid strike that wiped them out if it had taken place slightly earlier or later in history, scientists say. A fresh study using up-to-date
fossil records and improved analytical tools has helped palaeontologists to build a new narrative of the prehistoric creatures' demise, some 66 million years ago.
28/07/2014
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